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ABSTRACT
As a prerequisite for FYP, the author is required to submit a dissertation that records on
going study of electrical power system in a Gas District Cooling (GDC) Plant located in
Putrajaya Precinct 5, which subsequently is simulated to explore the system behaviour
and response. Two major approaches of power system analysis, which has been covered,
are load flow and short circuit studies. In relation with the operation of the plant, it is
necessary to conduct such studies to ensure system's stability and robustness.
The robustness of a power system is measured by the ability of the system to operate in a
state of equilibrium under normal and perturbed conditions. Power system stability deals
with the study of power system's behaviour under conditions such as sudden changes in
load or short circuits on buses or branches.
The first section of this report will elaborate on the introductory part, which consists of
the brief description on the project, the scope of work and also the main activities that the
author has participated.
The second part of the report will cover the details of the literature review that the author
has undergone. The first study being carried out is the process requirements, which
encompass mechanical principles of the GDC system that is very important in designing
Electrical Load Analysis (ELA). ELA is then evaluated to calculate maximum demand
and peak load. Equipment sizing, power flow study using Newton-Raphson method and
short circuit study using Per Unit method based on comprehensive study has also been
conducted.
The third section will focus on the methodology that has been taken by the author
throughout her final year period in UTP. Consequently, this section will highlight
procedures and tools that have been utilized in
SKM® Power Tools [4]. SKM® Power Tools [4] have been extensively used in industry
as it usually has the simplest solution for most cases. The aim of this project is to
understand how the system works by creating a software simulation that represents
electrical power utilization. Prior to this, there is a need in understanding an electrical
system response with presence of a disturbance and interruption.
This next slot represents results and discussion that has been covered especially on short
circuit and load flow studies. The main intention is to develop a model for load flow and
short circuit studies to validate the accuracybased on the relevant data obtained from the
plant.
The last section will outline some recommendations and will represent as conclusion of
the report. This chapter is focusing on the relevancy of this study and the achievement of
this project according to the objective and mile stone set that can be made out of this
project for the next project's development.
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1.1 Background of Study
The emphasis is on the consideration of the system as a whole rather than on the
engineering details of its constituents. According to S.Mattson (1998), modern electric
power systems are themost complex large-scale technical systems developed bymankind
since its main goal is providing continuous power supply to the facility with little or no
interruptions [1]. The power supply for GDC Plant is obtained from llkV feeder of
Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) supply for Phase 1. The computation for various buses
and interconnecting lines are as follows, starting from down-stream loads at 415V
Switchgear/MCC buses A andB that are supplied from 11/0.415-TxlAand 11/0.415-
TxlB respectively. These ll/0.415kV transformers are supplied at llkV from the llkV
Switchboard buses. Similarly, the 3.3kV Switchgear/MCC buses A and B are supplied by
1l/3.3kV power transformers; 11/3.3-TxA and 11/3.3-TxB respectively, which in turnare
fed from the llkV Switchboard buses. 33kV feeder is going to be tapped during
development of Phase 2 onwards due to the additional of future loads. The study analysis
that has been carried out is based on the power intake taken at llkV to cater for the
present estimated loads. Distributions of electrical power to various loads of the plant via
different buses are as follows: -
• 1IkV Switchboard Bus A and B (Phase 1)
• 3.3kV Switchgear/MCC Bus A and B (Phase 1 to Phase 4), as the ll/3.3kV step
downtransformers has to be purchased at Phase 1 of the project
• 415V Switchgear/MCC Bus A and Bus B (Phase 1)
The anticipated maximum demand for all phases of the plant is approximately 7.5MVA
during basic engineering design. Additional equipment during detail engineering design
leads to increment in load demand up to 9.0MVA. Phase wise approximate load demand
estimated is as shown below: -
Table 1: Load Demand Estimation




Phase 1 2004 3.4 MVA 4.8 MVA
Phase 2 2007 1.7 MVA 1.8 MVA
Phase 3 2008 1.4 MVA 1.4 MVA
Phase 4 2012 1.0 MVA 1.0 MVA
1.2 Problem Statement
"Electrical Power System Modeling and Simulation"
"Electrical Power System" defines a set of complete electrical network that consists of all
the electrical distribution panels and loads at certain level of voltage rating. "Modeling"
here refers mathematical representation of electrical motor and non-motor various loads.
"Simulation" is defined as generation of tests on a virtual-time basis to predict the short
circuit behavior and load flow analysis of the real system. Computer-aided tool that will
be used is SKM® Power Tools [4]; an electrical engineering software.
1.2.1 Problem Identification
Electrical Engineers need to perform specific study to avoid fault current from occurring
and load flow study to determine power consumption. Accurate load flow and short
circuit is of great importance for power system operation to be stable under any
circumstances and conceivable disturbances. Disturbances in industrial power systems
are large in magnitude and the typical duration of a fault i s t enths of a second. Right
assumptions need to be obtained especially in short circuit and load flow analysis to
simplify calculation. [2]
1.2.2 Project Significance
The results of the analysis can conclude on how much electricity needed by the plant,
how big the equipment will be and what type of protective devices required. The project
can serve as a baseline for modelling of more advanced and complex power systems.
Further expansion plans for the power system in the plant can be facilitated more easily
with the help of the model and simulation. It serves as a starting point for future
undergraduates to acquire more knowledge on power systems and expand the models
developed for further refinement and extended studies.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
• To develop the GDC plant power system model in the SKM® Power Tools [4]
environmentto simulate comprehensive short circuit and load flow studies
• To specify losses for all busses
• To obtain the switchgear rating and size of capacitor banks
The scope of study will be narrowed to a specific section in the GDC Plant where the
electrical loads are concern. Continuous loadwill be the major type of load to be studied
followed by Intermittent Load and Stand-by Load. The power system that covers all
important elements andcomponents will be modelled and simulated to predict the system
performance and manners. Comprehensive studies based on per unit method for short
circuit simulation and Newton-Raphson method for load flow analysis is the major
concern involved.
1.4 Feasibility of Project
Supported data on electrical power system obtained from the engineering consultant
company should be adequate to view general concept of the electrical components of the
system and to impart all the required data for the analysis. The availability o f S KM®
Power Tools [4] software in the laboratoryproved to be helpful and the project is feasible
to be carried out within the given time and scope.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW / THEORY
2.1 Per Unit Method Short Circuit
2.1.1 Objectives
The fault current study canbe evaluated by circuit simplification when all data ratings are
collected and all the impedances are converted to per unit values. Per unit system is
convenient to normalize system variables due to computational simplicity by eliminating
units and expressing system quantities as dimensionless ratios. The objectives of short
circuit currents can be summarized as follows: -
• Determination of short circuit duties on switching devices, i.e., high-, medium- and
low voltage circuit breakers and fuses.
• Evaluations of adequacy of short-circuit withstand ratings of static equipment like
cables, conductors, bus bars, reactors and transformers.
2.1.2 Per Unit (PU) Notation
1) For utility contributions:
ZpU = kVABase/kVAutiiitypuQ Equation 1
Where
• kVA Base = The system three-phase power base specified for the study
• kVA utility = The utility system three-phase short circuit capability
2) For motor and generator contributions:
Zpu =X"d (kVMotor / kVBaSe f (kVABase / kVAMotor) puQ Equation 2
Where
• X"d = Motor subtransient reactance
• kV Motor = Line-to-linemotor rated voltage
• kV Base - Line-to-line bus nominal system voltage at the point of the motor
3) For feeders:
Zpu - Zcabie / (kVBase2*1000 / kVABase)puO Equation 3
Where
• Zcabie ~ ^er Pnase feeder impedance in ohms
4) For transformers:
Zpu = (^Transformer %)*(kYTransformer) *{kYABase) puQ Equation 4
(100) (kVease)2 (kVATransformer)
Where
• Z-rransformer= Transformer % impedance on its self-cooled
The three-phase fault current base is:
Ishort circuit = (V / ZjheveniTi) puA Equation 5
Expressed in Amperes:
Ishort circuit = Ishort circuit pU*lBase Equation 6
Where the base current is defined as:
We=kVABase / 31/2*kVBase Equation 7
2.2 Load Flow Studies
The load flow study is intended to:
• Determine the steady-state loading of the various buses and lines (cables) in the GDC
Plant to ensure that they are operating within their performance ratings
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• Determine the voltages at the various buses to ensure voltage drops do not exceed
+5% and -10%, consistent with the tap-changer range at the distribution transformers
• Evaluate the amount of capacitive reactive power compensation necessary to bring
the power factor level to 0.93 lagging
The modelling of loads is complicated because a typical load bus is composed of a large
number of devices such as pumps. Consider a simple system as shown in Figure 1. [2]




S El R+jX E2
Figure 1: Radial System Losses
The equations relating the above diagram are as follows: -
I = P+jQ/ E2* Equation 8
Where E2 is the voltage conjugate at bus 2. The voltage drop along the line is:
Vd - I(R+jX) Equation 9
Therefore,
E2 = (En - IR) + JCBii - IX) Equation 10
Putting Equations 8 and 10 in another form, three unknowns are existed as follows:
I = Ir+ jlj, E2 = Er2 + jE2i and (E2* = Er2 + jE2i)
Equations above can be solved by iterative technique, Newton-Raphson.
2.3 Overview of SKM® Application Software
SKM® Power Tools [4] offers a full spectrum of analysis capabilities such as: -
• I*SIMTransient Stability - to evaluate performance and stability of power system
• HarmonicAnalysis - to simulate harmonic content and distribution
• DAPPER balanced system studies - to simulate load flow and short circuit studies.
The sub-tool that will be concentrated is DAPPER Balanced System Study.
Single line diagrams drawn in SKM® Power Tools for basic and detail engineering




























































































































































































































Literature reviews on books and journals are accomplished throughout the early stage.
Apart from that, the author has chosen a case study for a better understanding in real
application. The next step is to simulate the electrical power system using appropriate
power analysis software. Suggested milestone forwhole year is shown in APPENDIX 1.
3.1 Load Flow Analysis Method
Load flow steps in SKM® Power Tools [4] are illustrated as below: -
Define System Data
Define system topology and connections
Define utility connections (swing bus)
Define individual loads
Define feeder and transformer sizes
Define generator sizes










Demand Loads Voltage drop
Connected Loads Power flow





Figure 4: Load Flow Analysis Flow Chart
Report
In order to come out with ELA, process and mechanical equipment data need to be
analysed first since it plays myriad roles to meet the required demand and conditions of
the GDC Plant. The absorbed load for all equipments will be converted to electrical load
using certain formulas. Overall process flow diagram is as shown in APPENDIX 2.
Demand load and connected load can be determined from ELA, shown in APPENDIX 3
for both basic and detail engineering design.
3.2 Short Circuit Analysis Method
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Figure 5: Comprehensive Short Circuit Study Flow Chart
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Comprehensive short circuit study models the current that flows in the power system
under abnormal conditions and determines the prospective fault currents in an electrical
power system. [3]. Comprehensive short circuit analysis procedure involves reducing the
network at the short circuit location to a single Thevenin equivalent impedance,
determining the associated fault point R/X ratio calculated using complex vector algebra
and defining a driving point voltage (assuming the effect of the transformer taps on bus
voltage).
3.3 Developing Model in SKM® Power Tools [4]
In developing model for analysis in SKM® Systems Analysis [4], design specifications
and descriptions of all major equipments need to be verifiedfirst as depicted below: -
3.3.1 Switchboard
The switchboard is designed for each voltage rating. An example of switchboard buses
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Figure 6: Switchboard Component Editor
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3.3.2 TNB Utility
TNB Utility is designed based on Tenaga Nasional Berhad's (TNB's) requirement.
Supplymay be provided at any of the declared voltages: -
Low Voltage
1. Single-phase, two-wire, 240V, up to 12kVAmaximum demand
2. Three-phase, four-wire, 415V, up to 45kVA maximum demand
3. Three-phase, four-wire, C.T. metered, 415V, up to 1500kVAmaximum demand
Medium Voltage andHigh Voltage
1. 3-phase, 3-wire and 1lkV for load of 1.5MVA maximum demand and above
2. 3-phase, 3-wire, 22kV and 33kV for load of 5MVA maximum demand and above
3. 3-phase, 3-wire, 66kV, 132kV and 275kV for exceptionally large load of above
20MVA maximum demand
Data from TNB that has been included in SKM® Power Tools [4] is 3-phase, 3-wire and
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Bus: BUS-004S
Figure 7: Utility Component Editor
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3.3.3 Transformer
Transformers shall be connected in parallel, where each transformer capacity shall be
adequate to carry all the loads connected via bus-tie in case of failure or maintenance of
either of transformers (100% redundancy). All the data required to be entered for
transformer is as shown in 11/0.415kV transformer component editor in Figure 8 to
Figure 11. Pop-menu windows for component sub views as listed below will not be
shown since all the data need not to be entered as it is automatically calculated by SKM®
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Figure 9: Transformer Component Editor (Transformer Impedance)
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Figure 11: Transformer Component Editor (Damage Curve)
3.3.4 Cables
Current ratings for cables shall be calculated in accordance with the cable manufacturers
declared current ratings, and rating factors derived from the laying pattern, and local
environmental conditions. A positive tolerance of 5-10% can be allowed on the overall
rating factor. Allowable voltage drop percentage during motor running and motor starting
is fixed to be 5% and 20% respectively for safety in design. All the data required for
cable is as shown in cable component editor in Figure 12 to Figure 15. Pop-menu
windows for component sub views as listed below will not be shown since all the data
need not to be entered as it is automatically calculated by SKM® Power Tools [4]: -
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Figure 14: Cable Component Editor (Impedance)
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3.3.5 Induction Machines - Motor Load
Induction motors are calculated based on maximum demand as shown below from
Figure 16 to Figure 22. Pop-menu windows for component sub views as listed below
will notbe shown since all the data need not to be entered as it is automatically calculated
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Figure 19: MotorComponent Editor (MotorDiversity-Rated HP)
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Figure21: MotorComponent Editor (TCC StartingCurve)
£CC0**iU*«i
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Figure 22: Motor Component Editor (TCC Starting Curve)
3.3.6 Distribution Load - Non-motor Load
Distribution loads are non-motor loads such as lighting. The essential data that need to be
entered is as shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
21
Pop-menu windows for component sub views as listed below will not be shown since all







Figure 23: Distribution Load Component Editor (General Load)
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Figure 24: Distribution Load Component Editor (Load Diversity)
3.3.7 Protective Devices
Protective devices are used for power flow control and safe maintenance purposes.
Numbers of protective devices available in industry but only Air Circuit Breakers
(Figure 25), Vacuum Circuit Breakers (Figure 26), Capacitor Banks (Figure 27) and
Bus-Ties (Figure 28) are used in this project. Pop-menu windows for component sub
views as listed below will not be shown since all the data need not to be entered as it is






Figure 25: AirCircuit Breaker Component Editor (Protective Device)
Figure 26: Vacuum Circuit Breaker Component Editor (Protective Device)
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ComponentSubview
Figure 27: Capacitor Bank Component Editor (Protective Device)
-oces




4.1 Electrical Equipment Sizing
Charles A.Gross (1979) wrote that attempts to model mathematically the electrical power
system for analysis is heavily dependent on circuit concepts [1], Crucial information such
as transformer rating, distribution cable impedance, generator rating is important before
designing the single line diagram in SKM® Power Tools [4].
4.1.1 Transformer Sizing















































11/3.3 2646 2412 5058 6323 6.325
Transformer kVA size - Maximum demand oad on t le transformer + 5% loss ss + 20%
spare capacity
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From the table, it is shown that two 11 / 3.3kV transformers at rated size of 6MVA and
two 11 / 0.415kV transformers at rated size of 1.6MVA are used for basic engineering
design. Detail engineering design is encompassed of two 11/ 3.3kV transformers at rated
size of 6.325MVA and two 11 / 0.415kV transformers at rated size of 1.77MVA since the
main focus and interestis on detail engineering designwith power factor correction.
4.1.2 Cable Rating and Sizing
The current carrying capacity is based on the assumption that the ambient temperature is
at 40°C. The cable arrangement diagrams are as shown in APPENDIX 4.
• Sample calculation in determining sizes for high voltage (3.3kV) cables: -
a) Cable ampacity
Cable ampacity derating is taken from the IEE Wiring Regulation book. Cable ampacity
shall be bigger than the motor rated current. In this case, for highest rated pump of
280kW, the rated current after diversity (100%) is 61A.
For example:
The running current of Secondary Chilled Water Pump, P-0101 shall be as follows:-
= (Rated motor) / (3 /z *voltage*power factor*efficiency) - Equation 11
- (280*1000) / (3 '/2 *3300*0.84*0.955) = 61 Ampere
Therefore, cable used shall have ampacity greater than 61A. The cable size to be used
can be as small as 25 sq mm as shown in Table 2 for 3-core cables in APPENDIX 5.
b) Fault level at load terminals
Cables used shall have short circuit (SC) withstand capacity greater than short circuit
level at cable terminal point.
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However it is safe to use a cable having SC withstand capacity smaller than SC at cable
terminal as long as its SC withstand capacity is greater than let through energy of fuse.
SC withstand capacity of25mm2 cable for 0.2 sec = 8.5kA as shown inAPPENDIX 6.
Therefore, SC withstands energy shall be as follows:-
= 11 Equation 12
- (8.5*103)2A*0.2sec = 1.45*107 Asec
c) Fuse selection:
This is done by referring to fuse selection curves graph for motor starting as shown in
APPENDIX 7. Selection of rated current of the fuse relies on 3 criteria, which are:
• Ia = motor starting current
• Nh = number of motor starts per hour
• TA = maximum starting starting time
In our case:
• IA = 61A x 6 - 366A (Actual vendor data = 400A)
• Nh = 6
• TA = 5s (typical values for DOL started motors)
From the graph, for which the motor run-up times not exceeding 6 seconds, the fuse
rating is 160 A. The maximum let through energy of fuse rating 160A is 50xl04. Let
through energy of the fuse (50xl04 sec) must be less than cable SC withstand capacity
(1.45xl07 Asec) and SC atcable terminal (13.2kA or 1.32xl04). Ratio is as follows:-
= (Let through energy of fuse) / (Cable S.C. withstand capacity)*100% -Equation 13
= (50xl04 A2 sec) / (1.45xl07 A2 sec) * 100%
-3.45%
The ratio implies that the cable SC withstand capacity is 1/0.0345 or 29 times bigger than
the maximum let through energy of the 160A fuse. So, the 25mm cable is well protected
by the 160A fuse. Full result of proposed cables sizes can be referred to APPENDIX 8.
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4.2 SKM® Power Tools Report
The pop up menu window that show the studies that need to be run is shown below: -
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Fig. 31. Study selection and setup screen.
After selecting tke studies, click on the Rim button.
Figure 29: Study Selection and Setup Screen
Comprehensive short circuit study will calculate the initial symmetrical and asymmetrical
short circuit current given the fault location R/X ratios at various times during the onset
of the fault as shown in APPENDIX 9 based on basic engineering design drawing and
APPENDIX 10 based on detail engineering design drawing. Both results are in crystal
report format. Load flow study indicates the apparent power and current at each buses
and within each branches in the electrical power system, excluding local generation and
power lost through impedance devices. Load flow study results in crystal report format
are as shown in APPENDIX 11 based on basic engineering design drawing and
APPENDIX 12 based on detail engineeringdesign drawing.
29
4.3 Data Comparison
To attain maximum power consumption at various switchgear buses, the worst but
practical operational configuration is considered for this study. According to the
consideration:-
• Only one out of two TNB supply is on and supplying all loads to the plant
• Both transformers at each voltage level is supplying power to the entire switchgear
• Bus tie breakers of all switchgear are opened
To get maximum short circuit current at various switchgear buses, the worst but practical
operational configuration is considered for this study. According to that consideration,
• Only one out of two TNB supply is on and supplying all loads to the plant
• Only one out of two transformers at each voltage level is supplying power to the
entire switchgear
• Bus tie breakers of all switchgear are closed
• All motor and non-motor loads are running
The study settings specified for both simulation analyses are as follows: -
Table 3: Parameter Setting 3for Both Simulation Analyses
Short Circuit Study Load Flow Study
• 3-phase fault • Newton-Raphson solution method
• Single-line-to-ground fault • Connected load specification
• Transformer tap and phase shift • Source impedance is included
• Faulted buses at all buses
• Generation acceleration factor is 1.00
• Initial symmetrical RMS with lA
• Load acceleration factor is 1.00
cycle asymmetrical
• Bus voltage drop is 5.00%
• Asymmetrical fault current at time
• Branch voltage drop is 3.00%
0.5s
From the simulation results obtained in SKM® Power Tools [4], the below data for both



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4 SKM® Power Tools Simulation Studies Diagram
Diesel engine generator in this GDC plant is only functional to cater essential loads for
building services, which involves small amount of load. For simplicity in simulation, the
emergency standby switchboard will not be drawn in the power system model for both
designs since its absence will not affect the study result.
4.4.1 Comprehensive Short Circuit Study Simulation Diagram
Comprehensive short circuit study simulation diagrams that indicate branch and bus fault
current for basic and detail engineering design are as shown in APPENDIX 13 and
APPENDIX 14 respectively. The voltage drops are very minimal for high voltage cables
and not a dominant factor in cable sizing for the higher voltages. However, the thermal
capacity of the cables against short-circuit fault has to be verified by use of the heat
equation:
I2t = S2k2
Where S - nominal cross-sectional area of the conductor (sq.mm)
I - fault current that can flow through the cable (A)
T- opening time of protective breakers associated with the cable (S)
including that for fuse rupturing (maximum fuse operating time)
K- factor, which takes into account the resistivity, temperature coefficient
and heat capacity of the conductor material, and the appropriate initial and
final temperatures
Full thermal capacity of cables are normally evaluated for t atl.O second (circuit breaker
operation normally within 1 second for back-up circuit breakers). As the cables selected
are mainly of XLPE insulated type, over copper conductor material, the corresponding k
value is 143 (assuming initial temperature 90°C and final temperature 250°C). For 3.3kV
cables feeding large 3.3kV motors or 3.3/0.433kV inverter transformers, the thermal
capacity is normally evaluated for at 0.2 second as these cables are p rotected b y h igh
votage fuses which have current or fault limitation capabilities.
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4.4.2 Load Flow Study Simulation Diagram
A load flow study will be carried out based on the present estimated loads to check the
following: -
• The voltages on the 3.3kV and 415V bus are within their limits
• The proper tapping set range for the step down transformers
• The quantum of capacitor banks required to maintain the power factor at the
(temporary) TNB llkV supply point (Point of Common Coupling-PCC)
Load flow study under full load conditions is based on three criteria: -
a) Basic engineering design without any power factor correction capacitor banks shown
in APPENDIX 15
b) Detail engineering design with the adequate amount of capacitor banks to correct the
power factor (PF) at the TNB llkV incomer to 0.93 PF lagging shown in
APPENDIX 16
The load flow study is focused more on detail engineering design as it involves capacitor
bank and it may be seen that the power factor correction required is as follows: -
a) At 3.3 kV - 1650kVAR (for all phases)
b) At 415 V - 700kVAR (for Phase 1 only)
Total capacitor banks to be added at 3.3kV and 415V are 2350kVAR, so that the TNB
llkV incomer power factor is more than 0,93. Any shortfall below 0.85 will incur
penalty charges from TNB. Hence, for economic operation, the power factor level of the
GDC plant must be continuously monitored and regulated to be above 0.93 power factor
lagging. By definition, power factor, cos 0 where 0 is the phase angle between the
voltage vector and the currentvector. For a lagging power factor, the current is Tagging'
behind the voltage by a phase angle of 0. An equivalent definition for power factor is the
cosine of the phase angle between the real power flow P and the apparent power flow S










Figure 30: Voltage Drop
Beforecapacitive compensation, cos 0 is equal to P/Sl.
To improve the power factor cos 01, the angle 01 must be reduced to 02. As realpowerP
is fixed, apparent power SI must be reduced to S2 such that cos 02 is equal to P divided
by S2, bigger than 0.93.
The load-flow analysis involves calculation of power flows and voltages of a
transmission network for specified terminal or bus conditions. Associated with each bus
are four quantities; active power P, reactive power Q, voltage magnitude V and voltage
angle, 0. The following types of buses (nodes) are represented and at each bus two of the
above four quantities are specified:-
• Voltage-controlled (PV) bus: Active power, voltage magnitude and limits to the
reactive power are specified depending on the characteristics of the devices.
• Load (PQ) bus: Active and reactive power are specified. Normally loads are assumed
to have constant power. If the effect of distribution transformer operation is
neglected, load P and Q are assumed to vary as a function of bus voltage.
• Device bus: Special boundary conditions associated with devices are recognized.
• Slack (swing) bus: Voltage magnitude and phase angle are specified. One bus must
have unspecified P and Q because the power losses in the system are not known a
priori.
Overall single line diagrams for basic, detail and construction engineering design are





• Short Circuit Analysis
The three-phase symmetrical rms fault current (balanced circuit) is often considered the
maximum fault current and the most severe type occurred at the bus [4], The selection
short circuit rating of each bus shall be from the next available rating of bus bar obtained
from manufacturer's standard based on initial symmetrical three-phase fault. The
asymmetrical peak current is the sum of the dc decay and ac decrement components
produced by a sudden application of a sinusoidal voltage source on resistors, capacitors
and inductors.
After analyzing the study results, short circuit ratings of various switchboards for
reliability of the design are recommended as follows:
• 1lkV switchgear & accessories shall be suitable for 25kA for 3 sec
• 3.3kV switchgear & accessories shall be suitable for 25kA for 1 sec
• 0.415kV switchgear for phase 1 shall be suitable for 50kA for 1 sec
The results are verified by comparing the above to contractor's electrical equipment
selection drawing. The magnitudes of fault currents are usually important parameters and
help system engineers in determining the type of protective devices to be used to isolate
the fault at a given location safely with minimum damage to circuits and equipment and
also a minimum amount of shutdown of plant operation. Cables thermal withstand
capabilities during short circuit are also checked.
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• Load Flow Analysis
The lesser the powerfactor thanunitythe 1arger will the apparentp owerb e than r eal
power. It can be concluded from Table 5 that the power system is efficient and well
performed since the line losses for eachbuses are considered small. These losses are the
difference between the kW and kVAR flowing into the bus from anotherbus and the
value that reaches the bus. Prior to the analysis, the magnitude of all the voltages is set to
be one per unit. Subsequently, the network elements such as lines or cables, switchboard
buses, circuit breakers and transformers have been verified against manufacturer's data
for adequate capacity to carry the loads.
Voltage drops over the transformers and lines are found to be insignificant and well
within the limit of 5% and -10%. The transformer tap setting is set at 0% for each
transformer. Power factor improvement in the system is considered to maintain the TNB
powerfactorat 1 lkV tobemorethan0.93 power factor lagging. Capacitor banks are
required to be added at 3.3kV and 415V to maintain this power factor. Power factor
improvement in the system required is as follows: -
a) At 3.3 kV = 1650WAR (for all phases)
b) At 415 V - 700kVAR (for Phase 1 only)
Total capacitor banks to be added at 3.3kV and 415V are 2350WAR, so that the TNB
1lkV incomer power factor is more than 0.93 power factor.
• Data Comparison Analysis
Based on the short circuit report in Table 4, most of the fault currents have increased in
Detail Engineering Design compared to Basic Engineering Design due to the additional
equipment as noted below. This concept is also applied to the load flow currents at every
bus namely llkV bus, 3.3kV buses and 415V buses as shown in Table 5. Real, reactive
and apparent power at every bus is larger in Detail Engineering Design rather than Basic
Engineering Design due to bigger power consumption.
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Additional equipment in detail engineeringdesign includes:-
- Additional busbar andpie equivalent bus-tie addedto each existing busbar





• Power System Utilisation
This project is carried out in severalphases namely collection of data, calculation of short
circuit currents and load flow, development of mathematical model of each component in
the power system, and finally implementation and simulation of model on simulation tool
SKM® Power Tools [4], Based on the model developed, systembehaviour and response
to any disturbance in real-time operation should be able to be predicted.
• Case Study on GDC Putrajaya Precinct 5 Plant
In order to enhance the knowledge on electrical power system, a real application is taken
into study for further analysis. The GDC power plant of Putrajaya Precinct 5 has adopted
this scheme into implementation. A case studyhelps in widening the knowledge not only
in theory but also for real application in power plant such as GDC Plant. Dynamic studies
shall be used to verify the electrical power system. In this project, the dynamic studies are
conducted via computer-analysis simulation. SKM® Power Tools [4] is the software used
to demonstrate the power system network. A circuit is constructed using components that
are available from the software library. Using this circuit, a number of conditions are set
and the results of the simulations are analyzed. From the start, there are several stages
that need to be completed from the collection of data, calculation until the development
of the model. From the model, the author can simulate the behaviour of the system. The
accuracy of the simulation depends on the type ofparameter entered to the input file.
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5.2 Recommendation
Apart from demonstrating the short circuit and load flow analysis through computer
simulations, one can develop a hardware prototype to represent the power system
network. A microcontroller PIC can be used as the power system CPU where all data are
processed and outputs are produced. Loss of generation can be demonstrated by
connecting a voltage regulator to the system and the voltage is varies from it. Fault can
easily be done by short-circuiting the wire to ground by a push button or a toggle switch.
This could make the project more interesting and easier to understand. Other software for
example ERACS, PSCAD, MATLAB can be used to simulate the electrical power
system. It is an advantage if the user has the basic knowledge not only in using the
existing software but also the other electrical software.
Conducting a full protection study, which will include breaker ratings and relay setting
using positive or zero sequence impedance network calculation and verifying the required
setting using SKM® Power Tools [4] is also recommended. Circuit breaker ratings are
determined by the fault MVA at their particular locations, not only has the circuit breaker
to extinguish the fault-current arc, with the substation connections it has also to withstand
the considerable forces up by short circuit currents which can be very high. License for
other tools such as harmonic analysis, transient stability and others in SKM® Power
Tools [4] should also be purchased by UTP. This is to ensure that any students who are
interested in continuing this study for future phases, Phase 2, Phase 3 and Phase 4 can
improvise the scopes of the project.
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PJP5 District Cooling Plant Project - 3.3 kV Tran:
Equip. NO Serial No Equipment Name
ConUououi Load (WA> Rerun t
Sll Phase
P-0101 A lo E Secondary ChinedWaier Pumps
<F1» Speed)
628
P-0102 A to C
EC-0121
P-0231 A to M
Secondly Cndled Water Pumps
(VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE)
Electrical Chiller
Coolin? Water Pump for DFC
453
:ondib'on for Transformer Capacity Selection. i.oat
270
^352
1 For General Oration,
t.1 Status for Transformer Operation
- Individual operation condition, each transformer to s—:ply t.^°
-Air cooled fan (AF) for transformer NOT lo be operated during
.2 11/3.3kV Transformer Load Estimation (AN Operation):
Minimum required transformer capacity WITHOUT forced air cc~
-ForPhase 1only = 2750kVA (with 3.3k) kVA ,AM, ._






















PF before correction a q a;
The above AN rating is selected with PF correction capacitor bP*** Continuous Load (kvA)
Remark i
2 For Urgent or Maintenance Operation fas Back-no nppr.tm, "
.1 Status for Transformer Operation
- During either one (1) transformer isfail orunder maintenance,
electricity toboth busbars ofthe 3.3 kV switchgear (with 16501 —
-The 5100 kVA (AN rating) transformer is still capable of supply
2 Transformer LoadEstimation forSpare Load of 25%
-For Phase 1only = 3800 kVA AF (with PF «r
- For Phase 1and Future = 6325 WA AF (withPFco
CONCLUSION '
Proposed Selection for 11/3.3 kV Transformer rating (AN/AF) sh;
Dynlt. ±5% in 2.5 step. Z% =6.0% on 5.1 MVA, where AF ratin<
Hoia
AF rating of 7140 kVA >maximum toaad of 6993 kVA (uncorrecti
atAF rating can supply total load WITHOUT powe'r factor correct!









PJP5 District Cooling Plant Project -11 / 0.433 kV Transfon
Equip. No Serial Ne Equipment N«H
Phaw
t 2 1
311 SI 2 Total
)FC-0I31 A la N
Tnot
USFcl
Oicd-Ficd Alxarptiori CN*« 2 3 5 3 3
;r-02ci A lo M Cooling Tdwm k* OFC-OtOI 3 3 6 3 3
—'-0J21 Cooling Wji« Pump for EC t 0 1 0 0
'•013t A to H OiJVefl Water Pump k» DFC 2 3 5 3 3
'0121 CWftefl W«« Pump fw EC 1 0 1 0 a (—
'-1 i ! i •\ ID 3 Ma*e up #mer Pump Id* CjweG Water
(t lUndhyl
2 0 2 0 a
i
'1121 A to C Make up wafer pump lor a>o*r>g rraler
(t lUndbf)
2 0 2 1 0
1
'-oi o* aid e GrculMina; Pump toi Swi S»eam Pfler
{1 Itandby)
2 0 2 0 0 a
:u-o«'o Chcmtca* doling unrt lor Owiec Water 1 0 1 0 0 <r
:u-a*zi Otemcal ooimg unn tor CooW>g Water I 0 1 0 0 q
IIMUS CftemtcaJ doling unr lor Cookni) Water 1 0 1 0 0 a
'•0501 A-S Oi!!u9p*y p-jrre lor T-05C1 2 a 2 a 0 o—
'-osaz A-B Oi supply puma tor T-0S01 0 0 0 2 0
'-0503 A-B Oil Hippty pump lor T-0503 2 0 2 Q 0 o'—
:ire Ftghtzng 1,, 0 0 0 0 a—
Win
CoM Water 1 0 1 0 0 0;
Suiting Savkxx 1 0 1 0 0 0;—
ACMVEqu*™*
1 0 1 0 0 a
Eusa
1 • 1 0 i
Condition for Transformer Capacity Selection
"VS*
1 For General Operation
1.1 SUtu* for Transformer Operation r"
- Individual operation condition, each transformer losupply theetecfricity for each bu
- **" cooledfan(AF) fortransformer NOT to be operatedduring this status n
1.2 11/ 0.433kVTransforrnerLoad Estimation (AN Operation): —
Minimum Required Transformer Capacity WITHOUT Forced Air Cooled fanoperatioi
• For Phase 1 onfy =: 1500 kVA (with 415Vpower'factorcorrection
- For Phase 1.2.314 * 1600 kVA x 2 (estmaied fromuncorrected KVA) —
The aOoveANrating is selected with PF correction capacitor banks to improve the
2 For Urgentor MaintenanceOperation (as Back-upoperation,
L1 Status for Transformer Operation
• Ouring eitherone (1)transformer is tailor undermaintenance, the alternative transt '
to supply the electricity to both Ousoar in 415V svrichoear / MCC
- The 1600kVA (AN rating)transformer ts stHt capable of supplyingthe total load
L2 Transformer Load Estimation for Spare Load of 25%
- For Phase 1 only =1770 kVA & (with PF correctioncapac
- ForPhase 1* Future =1770kVAx2 ** (with PF correction capa<
CONCLUSION
Proposed Selection for 11 / 0.433 kVTransformer rating (AN/AF) shal
Dyrt 11,* 5% in"2.5 STEP, ZV. = G.Q %on 1S00 kVA. where AF rating i:
Haw












X CORE CABLES IN TREFOIL FORMAT.™
NGEUENT
ABLES






g£ CABLES - SPACED
:ment
£S W**OF ^ARArCE =CABtED(A«ETERd
^ |^ ^n^KAIL;>20rnrn
(LAYERS)
NUMBER OF CABLES PER LADDER
1.00 Q.98 0.S6 0.93 0.92
'•00 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.89
3><45 1.00 I 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.88
1-00 0.93 0.90 0.87 0.86
CABLES - TOUCHING
NT NUMBER OF s«OE BY SJOE WITHOUT aEARANCE
«^ (AND TOUCH.NG WALL ""**
(UYERS)
NUMBER Of CABLES PER LADDER
0.95 0.84 0-80 0.75 2&
0.95 0.80 0.76 0.71 0.69
3, A & 5 0.95 0.78 0-74 070 0.68
































BLE 2: TWO-CORE 600/1000V (CVWAZV)
XLPE/PVC/SWA/PVC
STRANDED COPPER CONDUCTOR
ien&atron ; Red arxj K>*
unuKmun mnuwsi IEC 60502-2



























































































































































































































































ble 2 6/10 (Max. 12) KV THREE-CORE CABLES
irlicaiion ; rod. j-eoow 4 Dh>e
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'alues of fault current given in the graph Figure 2
ased on the cable being fully loaded at the stait
i short circuit (conductor temperature 90°C) and
ilconductor temperature of 250°C. and itshould
be ensured that the accessories assoctated with the
cable are also capable of operation at these values oi
fault current and temperature.
o-i 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 0-8 1"0 2-0
OURATION OF SHORT CIRCUIT IN SECONDS
Y!>e IsmrV IrtA.*fOjf>rn? COn'VCiOrs (ttis;cjdo! IhC ccvnp,eswi type) 'SnofICCCVTimcna-X i-VCf-V" L'OC «w,'.c si'.tc™
Djrj fcv stitntlsdakjtrvniijn) cofdunln/s a'c a.ailatifc on icguesr
3-0
APPENDIX 7
Fuse Link Type CMF
Fuse link type CMF Appe<*Ac-*. 5-
Ken 2000 30C0
motor starting current (A)
WOO 2000
motor storting current ( A ,
mole* staring current IA)
3UO0
3000
10. Choice of fuse links
Choice of rated voltage U^:
The rated voltage of the .use linksmust be
equal to,or higher than the operating line
voltage. By choosing (uselink rated voltage
considerably higher than the linevoltage,
the maximum arc voltage mustnot exceed
the insulation level of the network.
Choice of rated current 1^:
The minimum permissible currentratingof
the fuse link for motor protection may be
determined from the selection charts I, II
and III.The three different charts are for
run-up times of6,15 and 60 seconds
respectively. Eachchartcontains different
characteristics, dependingon the number of
starts per hour. Ofthisspecific numberof
starts per hour, the first two arein
immediate succession; the rest being evenly
spacedinthe 1 hourperiod. The number of
starts per hour indicatesthe timeinterval
between seperate starts. For example,
4 starts in 15 minutes are represented by 16
starts per hour.
On the horizontal axis of the selection chart,
the motor starting current is given, and
along the vertical axis thecurrent rating of
the fuse link is found.
Selection procedure:
- Select the charts which are appropriate
for the run-up time of the motor. .
- select the starting current along the
horizontal axis,
- depending on the number of starts per
hour, select the correct characteristic
(2.4,8, 16.32),
- read of the correct rating of the fuse link
on the vertical axis.
Example: A B
Starting current of the motor
Run-up time
Number ol starts per hour
Chart number












xise link type CMF
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7. Pre-arcinn times
The characteristics are equal for all rated
voltages and are recorded from cold
condition.
In the uncertain interrupting zone the curves
are dotted.
8. Current limitation
CMF fuse links are current limiting. A large
short circuit current will therefore not reach
its full value. The diagram shows the relation
between the prospective short circuit current
and the peak value og the cut off current.
9. Overvoltages
In orderlo be currentlimiting, the fuse links'
must generate an arc voltage exceeding the
instantaneous value of the operating
voltage. Theovervoltage generated by the
CMF fuse link is below the maximum
permissible value ace to IEC282-1.
CMFfuse links can safely be used if the
system line voltage is 50-100% of the rated
(use link voltage.
]Q
Fuse link type CMF
11. Replacement of melted fuse links
The fuse link cannot be regenerated.
According to IEC. Publication 282-1, all 3
fuse links should be replaced, even ifonry 1
or 2 of the fuse links in the threephase
12. The K-factor
According to the IEC 644, the K-factor is a
factor {less than unity) d.eftning an overload
characteristic to which the fuse link may be
repeatedly subjected under specified motor
starting conditions without deterioration. The
overload characteristic is obtained by
13. Data and dimensions CMF
system have operated. Exceptions are
allowed when it can be verified that the fuse
link(s) have not experienced any
overcurrent
multiplyingthe currenton the prearcing
characteristic (melting time characteristics)
by K.The Value of K given in the data table
is chosen at 10 seconds melting time, and is
valid for melting times between 5 and 60
seconds.
UN •n e D K* '1 '3 Ro PN
Minimum Maximum
IM





•Q? \ 292 65 0,75 50' 275 3,25 49 1,4-104 (17-104 )\
292 65 0,7 50 -400 1,94 75 3,8 '104 L50-104 J
3,6 200 292 87 0,7 50 500 1,42 75 7,6'104 71 -104
^250^ 292 87 0,6 50 760 1.03 90 14-104 v?:10**?
315 292 87 0,6 50 900 0,85 122 21*10"* 180-104
63 442 65 0,75 50 175 8,63 45 0,48 • 104 6,5-104
100 442 65 0,75 50 275 4,93 67 1,40* 104 18 • 104
7,2
160 442 65 0,7 50 400 2,96 119 3,8 *104- 54-104
200 442 87 0,7 50 500 2,15 118 7,6-104 75-104
250 442 •87* 0,6 50 800 1,56 142 14- 104 120* 104
315 442 87 0,6 50 950 1,30 193 21 • 104 220-104
63 442 65 0,75 50 190 13,3 77 0,48 • 104 11 -104
12
100 442 87 0,75 50 275 6,72 103 1,4- 104 20 "104
160 442 87 0.7 50 480 4,04 155 3,8-10" 70 • 104
200 442 87 0,7 50 653 2.89 173 9,3- 104 91 • 104
c CMF 3 s
*) The K-lactor is relened to the
average value of current.
ABB Kraft
Legends:
e = see figure
D = see figure
K = K-factor ace. to IEC 644
Ij = max. short circuit current tested
l3 - minimum breaking current
Rq = resistance at room temperature
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3.3 KVSWGR (415V VSD Load)
APPENDIX 9
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Simulation Diagrams-Branch and Bus Fault Currents





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Simulation Diagrams-Branch and Bus Fault Currents
















































Simulation Diagrams-Load Flow Study without






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Simulation Diagrams-Load Flow Study with Power























































Single Line Diagrams for Basic, Detail and
Construction Engineering Design
FESj
phase i equipment system is shown in firm lines.
THE FUTURE EQUIPMENT SYSTEM [PHASE 2,3. 8 41
IS SHOWN IN DOTTED LINES.
THE POWER FACTOR AT 33kV TNB INCOMING PANEL SHALL BE
AT LEAST 0.93. IT IS CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO
DETERMINE THE NEEDS OF CAPACITOR FOR EACH SWITCHBOARD.
THE TRANSFORMER QUANTITY AND RATING TO BE VERIFY BY
CONTRACTOR.
THE FEEDER AND MCC QUANTITY AND RATING FOR IIhV. 3.3KV
AND 415V SHALL BE VERIFY BY CONTRACTOR.
FOR FUTURE INSTALLATION ( SHOWN IN DOTTED LINES). FEEDERS SHALL C
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GAS DISTRICT COOliNG (PUTRAJAYA) SDN. BHD.
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Tel No • CJ-2051 W3
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Putrajaya Precinct 5 Gas District Cooling Plant
Layout
